
Supplemental Material S1: Example of a Coding Tree for Theme 2 

The Need to 
Consider and 
Navigate Red 

Flags

Having a TBI is 
challenging and 

using VR may be no 
different

Impact of cognitive-
communication disorders on 

ability to use VR

Can patients understand instructions 
to use VR?

Could cognitive-communication 
affect ability to provide consent or 

express challenges?

Can patients comprehend what VR 
is?

Impacts on VR design and 
capabilities (e.g., speech recognition)

Alterate view: Clinician judgement to 
select suitable patients; patients likely to 

be communicating and have good 
comprehension if VR is being used

Impacts on use of VR other 
than cognitive-communication

Physical, sensory, visual impairments 
could impact use of VR

Could behavioral issues be 
exacerbated with VR use?

Could past anxiety and trauma 
contribute to negative VR 

experiences? 
Clinicians are 

pivotal to 
implementation of 

VR in TBI 
rehabilitation

Lack of knowledge and 
experience of VR could impact 

uptake and use

Clinician access to VR could be 
expensive OR cost-effective

Evidence base needed to 
support clinician access to/use

Staff attitudes/interest in VR 
could influence use

Clinicians may need to be 
responsible for VR devices

“The design 
considerations are 

a huge part”

Ensure adequate rationales 
for VR use

VR tasks should be scalable

VR tasks should be meaningful

VR tasks for TBI rehabilitation 
will need clear aims and goals

VR role in therapy - supplement

Keeping experience therapeutic 
rather than gaming  

VR design decisions are 
important

Type of experience, learning 
opportunities, feedback methods

Headset capabilities and features

VR logistics and 
risks need to be 
anticipated and 

managed

Practicalities of using VR

Set-up procedures / care of 
equipment

ICT - e.g., internet access, firewalls 
could impact VR use

Consider environment where VR will be 
used (e.g., room space, tripping hazards)

Potential risk of VR sickness

It will be important to monitor 
patients for potential VR side-effects

VR side-effects may not be "as big an 
issue" due to improving technology

Ethical considerations and 
potential vulnerabilities

Use of personal information for log-
ins

Access to 'strangers' in apps - could 
be vulnerable to others

Consider gaining consent prior to use
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